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Abstract

The purposes of the present study were to investigate the factors
influencing problem solving ability skills in an online learning
environment and to figure out which of these factors were significantly
related to problem solving ability. Surveyed were 273 undergraduate
students taking an ‘educational technology’ course at National Open
University in Seoul, Korea. Based on the results of literature review,
validation by experts and factor analysis, 46 items were developed.
The results were as follows: First, exploratory factor analysis
showed eight factors influencing problem-solving ability in an online
learning environment. Second, multiple regression showed that the first
four factors among the eight factors (learners’ cognitive strategies,
learners’ meta-cognitive strategies, providing necessary resources and
tools for problem solving in an online learning environment, and
learners’ self-confidence in problem solving) were significant predictors
of problem solving ability. The results showed that learners’ cognitive
strategies are the most closely related to problem-solving ability. This
result implied that online learning environments should provide
learners with supports to consider a goal and sub-goals of
problem-solving and to break down big problem-solving tasks into
sub-goals.
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Ⅰ. Introduction
The society based on information and technology
increasingly relies on someone who can apply knowledge and
skills to solve daily problems as well as professional problems in
a given area (Clark & Mayer, 2003). This trend demands a new
educational perspective that stresses the importance of problem
solving ability in education. Moreover, one of the most important
goals of education is to enhance learners' abilities to solve
real-world problems (Choi, 1999; Davis & Linn, 2000; Jonassen,
2000) because real-world problem solving is fundamental to
higher-order thinking (Chang, Barufaldi, Lin, & Chen, 2007).
In addition, as the web becomes a powerful, interactive
environment for distance learning, there has recently been more
emphasis placed on the issue of developing problem solving
abilities in online learning environments (Park & Jang, 2008;
Phye, 2001). Online learning environments let learners access
networked technology to find and manage information; build
knowledge; and interact with peers, instructors and experts
(Chou & Tsai, 2002; Schutt, 2003).
However, many studies have shown that learners have some
difficulty successfully solving a problem in an online
environment because of the communication delay, feelings of
isolation, and other factors (Jonassen, 2004; Sharma & Hannafin,
2007; Simpson, 2000). In addition, learners who are familiar with
and feel comfortable in a face-to-face classroom setting have
difficulty while they are learning in the very different setting of
online environments (Schutt, 2003; Woo & Park, 1999).
In this overall perspective, designing supportive online
learning environments is a critical issue for improving learners’
problem solving ability. Schutt (2003) demonstrated that, when
designing online learning environments, it is worthwhile to ask
whether learners have the physical, technological, and other
prerequisite skills to succeed in online learning; whether an
online learning environment provides clear directions about the
process; and whether there are enough available resources for
guidance and support.
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To sum up, as the enhancement of problem solving ability
becomes a main goal of education, and as online learning gains
acceptance as an appropriate learning environment for learners to
be successful problem-solvers, the need to provide instructional
support becomes a crucial issue.
To design online learning environments that provide enough
support for learners to develop problem solving competencies
and confidence, one must explore the question of which factors
influence problem solving ability. According to Burt (2005),
problem solving comprises many factors that theoretically
influence the solving of real-world problems; thus, it is necessary
to understand whether and how these influential factors that
possibly influence on problem solving abilities are related. For
these reasons, we will investigate which factors ought to be
considered essential to supporting learners’ problem solving
when designing online learning environments.
The purpose of this study is to explore the knowledge base
in problem solving so that the goal of problem solving can be
achieved by determining the factors that may influence problem
solving abilities in online learning environments. Another
purpose of this study is to investigate the highest possible
multiple correlation of these factors with problem solving ability.
According to the results of this study, it may be possible to
draw some implications about how to support learners’ problem
solving in an online learning environment. That is, by identifying
the relationships between these factors and problem solving
ability, instructors or instruction designers can get prescriptive
information to ensure that all learners are able to improve their
problem solving abilities.

Research questions
1. What are the factors that influence problem solving ability in
an online learning environment?
2. What is the highest possible multiple correlation of these
factors with problem solving ability in an online learning
environment?
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Ⅱ. Theoretical background
A. The rationale for problem solving in online learning
environments
A problem is “a situation in which you are trying to reach
some goals, and must find a means for getting there” (Chi &
Glaser, 1985). Regardless of the specific characteristics of the
problem, all problems have an initial state of the learner’s
current level of knowledge. Problems have goals that the learner
is trying to achieve. Most problems also require the solver to
break these goals into sub-goals that result in goal achievement
(Anderson, 1990; Chi & Glaser, 1985). Jonassen (2004) noted that
a problem is an unknown entity in some context in which the
difference between a goal state and a current state is one of the
significant attributes of the problem. Learners often encounter
what are called ill-structured problems, which are complex,
ill-defined problems that learners encounter in everyday life (Tan,
2000).
The ability to solve ill-structured problems entails that
problem solvers learn to think differently and flexibly enough
where they focus on memorization and understanding (Jonassen,
2004). To solve problems, it can also be necessary to perceive the
problem creatively. Ge (2001) reported that the ability to
problem-solve is consists of presenting the problem, developing a
solution, making justifications for the proposed solution, and
monitoring and evaluating the problem solving process and the
solutions.
As problem solving abilities have been demanded by today’s
learners (Uden & Beaumont, 2006), the most salient issues in
ill-structured problem solving have been increasingly emphasized
in education (Bardwell, Monroe, & Tudor, 1994; Jonassen, 1997).
Rapid advances in technology and an expanding body of
knowledge require learners to think critically. Learners also need
to be able to think critically in order to solve a problem like
professionals in their field and to link their knowledge to
real-life situations (Park & Jang, 2008; Uden & Beaumont, 2006).
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This calls for reform in learning environments because the
traditional learning environment is not preparing learners for
problem solving.
An online learning environment is one of the most
appropriate learning environments for learners to improve their
problem solving ability (Jang, 2005; Leem, 1999; Park & Jang,
2008). The Internet and computer networks provide opportunities
for problem solving as learning. According to Shank (2007), the
Internet has made it possible to share documents, help, and
resources beyond the limitations of time and space; to offer
widely accessible and continuing instruction and support rather
than time-limited instruction; to expand access to learning
experiences; and to augment face-to-face learning with additional
tools and resources.

B. Comprehensive analysis of influential factors on
problem solving
Many studies (e.g., Burt, 2005; Choi & Lee, 2009; Ge &
Land, 2003; Jonassen, 2000) addressing problem solving have
presented that various factors, including the learner, the online
environment, the problem, tutors, and peers influence on
problem solving ability. A comprehensive review of all the
factors mentioned in previous studies is included below.
First, the learner factor among others for education has often
been stressed in previous studies (Clark & Mayer, 2003; Kim,
2005; Mayer, 1998; Roh, 2007; Sternberg, 1984). In addition,
learner’s psychological characteristics that can affect learners’
problem solving abilities are cognitive skills, meta-cognitive skills,
self-confidence, and Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) literacy.
1) Successful problem solving depends on cognitive skills.
Mayer (1998) examined the effects of cognitive skills on problem
solving. One of the cognitive skills necessary to generate a
solution is the ability to break down subjects into instructional
objectives. The other necessary skill is that of task analysis,
which generates a hierarchy of subtasks within the problem
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solving task. Cognitive skills also encompass to know how to
coordinate and control of cognitive components, such as
encoding, inferring, and applying information to problem solving.
In addition, Clark and Mayer (2003) mentioned that success in
problem solving relies on cognitive skills that include using facts,
concepts, and procedures.
2) Meta-cognitive skills are considered one of the main
factors influencing problem solving (Cho & Kim, 2006; Heppner,
Neal, & Larson, 1984; Jonassen, 1997; Kim, 2000). Meta-cognitive
skills are the ability to plan, monitor, and assess activity
connected to problem solving (Clark & Mayer, 2003; Mayer,
1998). Sternberg (1984) studied the components of intelligence,
noting the existence of a category he calls meta-components,
which can be described as the reflective thinking processes
surrounding planning and decision making in task performance.
For example, the process of discovering what problem needs to
be solved and deciding on a specific strategy to solve it are both
meta-components. Cho and Kim (2006) commented that solving
an ill-structured problem requires planning, monitoring, and
evaluation. In addition, Moore’s study (1995) on information
problem solving found that learners continuously use multiple
meta-strategies, such as monitoring outcomes of a solution and
reflecting on the nature of the task.
3) Confidence has also been studied as a factor in relation
to problem solving (Foshay, 2003; Heppner & Baker, 1997;
Mayer, 1998). Foshay (2003) reported that confidence is a main
source of successful problem solving. He concluded that ‘the
belief I can’ is essential for a learner to solve a problem.
Similarly, Heppner and Baker (1997) developed a study on a
problem solving inventory to measure problem-solvers’
confidence. They presumed that when learners face with a
difficult problem like an ill-structured problem, it is hard for
them to solve that problem without maintaining their confidence
in their problem solving ability. In other words, confidence of
problem solving abilities can be a main source of determination
to solve the problem successfully.
4) As a number of studies have emphasized the need for
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effective online learning environments, learners’ literacy in ICT
may contribute to improve their problem solving ability (Smeets,
2005). ICT literacy has been defined as “using digital technology,
communications tools, and/or networks to access, manage,
integrate, evaluate and create information in order to function in
a knowledge society” (ETS, 2002). Markauskaite (2007) commented
that ICT literacy and problem solving cover similar areas. By
exploratory factor analysis, he found that ICT literacy could be
divided into three factors: basic ICT capabilities, analysis and
production of ICT capabilities, and information and Internet
-related capabilities. In addition, Park and Chae (2002) stressed
that learners must have ICT literacy before they can solve a
given problem in an online learning environment. For these
reasons, learners’ ICT literacy is one of the factors influencing
problem solving in an online environment.
Second, an online learning environment as a support system
can provide the necessary resources and tools to guide problem
solving. Therefore, the learning environment itself can be one of
the factors influencing problem solving. Through problem
solving, learners can construct their knowledge based on their
experiences and can acquire more problem solving skills.
Learners require learning environments to engage in active
knowledge construction (Smeets, 2005). In this sense, learners
need to search for available resources, to interact with experts in
their own field, and to get others’ help to solve a problem
successfully. As such, an online learning environment has various
functions that support learners’ problem solving activities.
Third, the tutor’s role is perceived as being important in
problem solving (Grave, Dolmans, & Vleuten, 1998; Kang & Shin,
2008). Grave and his colleagues’ study (1998) on the
development of a tutor intervention profile shows that a tutor’s
roles in problem solving are that of elaboration, directing the
learning process, integrating knowledge and stimulating
interaction and individual accountability. Kang and Shin (2008)
have developed a measuring instrument to play the role of a
tutor in an online environment. In their study, the items were
divided into four categories as tutors’ role: experts in learning
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content and in evaluation; motivation and interaction facilitators;
guidance for learning processes and methods; and system and
community operators. In short, both studies showed that tutors
are essential for learners to solve problems.
Fourth, many studies have shown that peer interactions
provided advantages over interactions between instructors and
learners. Park and Jang (2008) emphasized that peers interacted
with one another by providing various scaffoldings during
problem solving in an online environment. More specifically,
learners were able to solve the given problem successfully
because of their peers’ help. In addition, Graesser and Person
(1994) revealed that peers interact with each other more
frequently during tutoring sessions than in a classroom setting,
where interactions are primarily between an instructor and
learners. In this sense, learners can learn constructively through
peer interactions by being guided to reflect on problem solving
processes and by asking one another for help and feedback.
These studies confirmed that the support of peers is necessary
for problem solving.
Fifth, real-world problems are often complex and
ill-structured and differ from well-structured problems in
numerous ways (Cho, 2001; Ge, 2001). Ill-structured problems are
the sort of problems that are encountered in learners’ everyday
lives. These problems need to be addressed in an instructional
context, where teachers should motivate learners to engage in
knowledge construction (Smeets, 2005). Further, learners have to
develop critical thinking abilities naturally by tackling
ill-structured problem solving activities. According to Luszcz
(1989), ill-structured problems have certain characteristics in
common: goal achievement is more complex and less explicit;
instructions alone provide insufficient information for solving the
problem; the extent of relevant information is vague; and the
problem solving process is not predictable. Solving an
ill-structured problem is not easy for novice learners. Therefore,
learners can attain the thinking ability of experts by practicing
solving problems. In this sense, the characteristics of the problem
itself may be one of the factors influencing problem solving.
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Ⅲ. Methods
A. Participants
The 307 participants were sampled from undergraduate
students enrolled in an ‘educational technology’ course at Korea’s
National Open University in Seoul who were asked to answer
the questionnaire. However, 34 participants’ responses were
discarded because of missing data or insufficient responses,
leaving 273 participants whose responses were evaluated through
factor analysis and multiple regression. Among the participants,
37 (13.6%) were male and 236 (86.4%) were female. Because of
the characteristics of the Open University, all participants had
easy access to computers and the Internet outside the university.
All of the students were accustomed to completing tasks and
solving problems in an online learning environment.

B. Questionnaire I: factors influencing problem solving
ability
In the first phase, all the items were developed from a
review of the literature on problem solving (e.g., Burt, 2005;
Choi, 2004; Egbert, 2009; Ge, 2001; Jonassen, 2004; Kang & Shin,
2008; Markauskaite, 2007; Tan, 2000; Zhang, 2004). In all,
researchers developed 142 items. Several items pertaining to the
learner are stated in general terms, phrased as an “I” statement.
For example, one of the items addressing learners’
self-assessment of cognition was phrased in the following way:
“I selected and organized relevant information to solve the test
questions”. In contrast, other items that are directly related to
other people or things (including factors related to the problem
or to online learning environments) are phrased in the third
person; for example, “Peers need to direct other learners’
attention to the relevant features of a problem they do not
understand”.
In the second phase, researchers asked five experts (two
doctors and three Ph.D. candidates in the field of problem
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solving) to screen the items relevant to problem solving. In more
detail, experts were asked to find the redundant/unrelated items
to problem-solving using a five-point Likert scale. As a result of
this phase, 127 items were selected out of the 142 items from
the first phase. The same five experts were then asked to check
the items according to a five-point Likert scale of each item. 54
items earning less than three points on this scale were deleted,
leaving a total of 73 items.
According to Stevens’ suggestion (2002) that loadings with
significance values greater than 0.4 represent substantive value,
25 of the 73 items were shown to be factor-loading, with values
of less than 0.4. Further, according to Greens, Salkind, and
Akey’s suggestion (2000) that factors loading onto two items
should be deleted, two items out of 73 items were deleted. Thus,
46 items were finally selected for categorizing the factors relevant
to problem solving.
With these 46 items, 5 college students with experience in
problem solving in an online environment were asked to
proofread the questionnaire in order to check whether these
items were understandable. As a result of this process, 10 items
were restated for clarification. A five-point Likert scale was
applied to measure the degree to which each item affected
problem solving.

C. Questionnaire II: Problem solving ability
Our instrument for determining problem solving ability was
taken from Ge’s study (2001). This instrument is a self-reported
questionnaire on problem solving skills that was developed based
on work by Schoenfeld (1985) and Hong (1998). The
questionnaire consists of 20 statements grouped into four areas:
interpreting and problem representation; developing solutions and
monitoring solution processes; making justifications; and
evaluating the problem solving process. This instrument was
verified by the same experts who were involved in verifying the
items for factor analysis. Of these 20 statements, 5 items were
judged by the experts to be repetitious and were deleted, leaving
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15 items in all.
The most reliable way to validate participants’ responses to
each question about their problem solving ability is to take the
self-assessment on each item, according to self-efficacy theory
(Bandura, 1997). A large number of studies reported that
self-efficacy is a strong predictor of behavior (Bandura, 1997;
Hwang,
2005;
Maddux,
Norton,
&
Stoltenberg,
1986;
Markauskaite, 2007; Rha & Lee, 2009). Bandura (1997) suggested
that self-efficacy is a belief system related to problem solving,
with behavior and solutions as outcomes. According to him,
‘perceived self-efficacy refers to belief in one’s capabilities to
organize and execute the courses of action required to produce
given attainments’. That is, learners make judgments about their
problem solving ability to solve a given problem in order to
accomplish a desirable outcome. Then, based on their judgment,
they continue to engage in those problem solving behaviors. In
particular, if learners believe they can solve a very difficult
problem, there is a high probability that they will indeed solve
that problem. The expectation about their problem solving ability
determines whether or not the learner will succeed in solving a
problem. Markauskaite (2007) insisted that self-assessment on
problem solving and the results of self-assessment are as
important as the results of an instructor’s assessment on problem
solving.
In more detail, many studies use performance measures for
learners’ self-reported results. Berdie (1971) reported the negative
effect of test and studied intercorrelations between the test score
and the self-rating score. In his study, the correlations ranged
from .47 to .74. In addition, Pohlmann and Beggs’ (1974) study
on the reliability and validity of self-reported measures of
academic growth showed that the coefficients between
self-reported growth in attitudes and posttest attitude score were
significantly greater than zero in each class. Evidently, there is a
moderately significant positive correlation between self-reports
and test score. These results are supported by Pike (1996): After
many follow-up studies on this subject, he concluded that
self-reports on learning and academic improvement can work as
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proxies for more traditional measures of learner achievement.
For these reasons, a self-assessment to measure learners’
problem solving abilities was conducted based on the theory of
self-efficacy in this study.

D. Data analysis
To answer the research questions, the data analysis was
carried out as following procedures.
First, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was conducted, and
the factors influencing problem solving ability in an online
learning environment were identified. As one of the research
questions was to explain what factors affect problem solving in
an online learning environment, the Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) method was used. The factors were rotated using
a Varimax rotation procedure because this is the opposite in that
it efforts maximize the dispersion of leading within factors.
Therefore, it attempts to highly load a smaller number of
variables onto each factor, resulting in more interpretable clusters
of factors (Field, 2009).
Second, Multiple Regression was conducted to predict
problem solving ability from a combination of several factors
identified through the EFA. For this purpose, we used the
method SPSS calls Enter (often called simultaneous regression) to
consider all the factors as variables at the same time (Leech,
Barrett and Morgan, 2005).

Ⅳ. Results
The mean score for eight problem solving ability factors on
46 items was between ‘neither disagree nor agree’ and ‘agree’
(M=3.48, SD = .36). Skewness is less than 2.5, and kurtosis is
less than |1| (refer to Table 1, columns 5 6). These results
show that the data are distributed approximately normally
(Leech, et al., 2005).
The participants agreed with the statement that an online

–
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environment is extremely important for developing problem
solving ability (M=4.04, SD = .53), whereas they negatively
assessed that ICT literacy may less influence their problem
solving abilities (M= 2.73, SD = .84) (refer to Table 1).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of eight factors influencing problem solving ability
(N = 273)
Factors

No. of
items
11
7

Mean*

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

1. Learner’s ICT literacy
2.73
0.84
0.21
-0.18
2. Providing necessary
resources and tools for
problem solving in an
4.04
0.53
-0.02
-0.12
online learning
environment
3.Peer/instructor’s
7
monitoring and
3.22
0.68
-0.02
0.27
feedback
4.Learners’
4
self-confidence of
3.22
0.58
-0.11
0.27
problem solving
5. Problem’s
6
3.88
0.56
-0.14
0.30
characteristics
6. The enhancement of
3
learners’ motivation
4.04
0.63
-0.07
-0.15
and interaction from
tutor
7. Learners’ meta-cognitive
5
3.63
0.43
-0.15
-0.20
strategies
8. Learners’ cognitive
3
3.09
0.67
-0.12
0.21
strategies
Total
46
3.48
0.36
0.19
-0.04
* Mean = average score among all participants’ responses on a five-point
Likert scale for each factor composed of a number of items

A. Identification of the main factors influencing problem
solving
The raw data were tested to determine whether factor
analysis would be appropriate or not (refer to Table 2). Bartlett’s
test should be significant (Snedecor & Cochran, 1980); for
example, it should have a significance value of less than .05
(Leech, et al., 2005). This means that the variables are correlated
highly enough to provide a reasonable basis for factor analysis.
For these data, Bartlett’s test was highly significant (p < 0.000),
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and therefore, factor analysis is appropriate.
PCA with orthogonal rotation (Verimax) was conducted. The
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure verified the sampling
adequacy for the analysis (KMO =. 875, ‘great’ according to Field
(2009)). The KMO measure should be greater than .70, and it is
inadequate if less than .50 (Leech, et al., 2005). The KMO test
reveals whether enough items are predicted by each factor. For
these data, the KMO value was .875. Thus, we should be
confident that factor analysis is appropriate for these data.
Bartlett’s test of sphericity indicated that the correlations between
items were sufficiently large for PCA (= 8,177.392, p < .000)
(refer to Table 2).

Table 2. KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square

0.875
8,177.392

df

1,128

Sig.

0.000

An initial analysis was run to obtain eigenvalues for each
component in the data. Eight components had eigenvalues over
Kaiser’s criterion of 1, and in combination, these components
explained 62.6% of the variance (refer to Table 3). In more
detail, the first factor accounted for 15.0 % of the variance, the
second factor accounted for 10.1%, the third factor accounted for
9.7%, the fourth factor accounted for 5.9%, the fifth factor
accounted for 7.4%, the sixth accounted for 4.6%, the seventh
factor accounted for 5.4%, and the eighth factor accounted for
4.5%. Table 3 shows the items and factor loadings for the
rotated factors, with loadings less than .40 omitted to improve
clarity.
According to Lee’s suggestion (2006), the factors named
through EFA were chosen to select the most well-defined and
representative items based on a discussion with two problem
solving experts. Eight factors were described: (1) the learner’s
ICT literacy, (2) providing necessary resources and tools for
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problem solving in an online learning environment, (3)
monitoring and feedback from instructors and peers, (4) learners’
self-confidence in problem solving, (5) the problem’s authenticity
and ill-structedness, (6) the enhancement of learners’ motivation
and interaction from tutors, (7) learners’ meta-cognitive strategies,
and (8) learners’ cognitive strategies.
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Table 3. Results of factor analysis for all items: average score and factor loadings for the rotated factors
(N = 273)
Component
Items*
(Factor)
1. Learner’s 1. When I solve ill-structured problems, I design and manipulate my own databases
ICT
(e.g., to add the files and to generate reports. etc.)
literacy
2. When I solve ill-structured problems, I manipulate data and solve various problems
using spreadsheets (e.g., to combine and analyze data by drawing various charts etc.)

M

SD

1

2.86 1.10 0.839
2.63 1.13 0.834

3. When I solve ill-structured problems, I design presentations with multimedia elements
2.41 1.14 0.832
(e.g., to add sounds, and graphics etc.)
4. When I solve ill-structured problems, I perform advanced document formatting tasks
3.20 1.09 0.823
(e.g., to create columns etc.)
5. When I solve ill-structured problems, I edit and design graphics
2.29 1.07 0.822
(e.g., to edit scanned picture, apply graphics effects, etc.)
6. When I solve ill-structured problems, I perform basic tasks common to many software
applications (e.g., to save a file in a specified format and location etc.)
7. When I solve ill-structured problems, I use planning and decision-support tools
(e.g., to use idea mapping and project design tools.)
8. When I solve ill-structured problems, I search and gather information from the Internet
and other digital resources (e.g., to use appropriate search engines etc.)
9. When I solve ill-structured problems, I evaluate the relevance and quality of digital
resources and information (e.g., to determine whether information is current, accurate
and reliable.)
10. When I solve ill-structured problems, I create a basic web page (e.g., to create a web
page using web page creation tools, to add text, tables and graphics, insert hyperlinks)
11. When I solve ill-structured problems, I publish and deliver the results of a research
activity using ICT presentation tools and networks (e.g., to use discuss forum, etc.)

3.36 0.96 0.807
2.32 1.03 0.768
3.40 1.04 0.760
2.97 0.98 0.757
2.03 0.97 0.734
2.58 1.08 0.708

2

Component (Factors)
3
4
5
6

7

8
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2. Providing 12. An online learning environment needs to provide information and skills of problem
necessary solving process.
resources
13. An online learning environment needs to useful resource for guiding problem solving
and
process.
tools
14.
An online learning environment needs to provide resources to help for learners how to
for
problem solve.
solving 15. An online learning environment needs to authentic resources.
in an 16. An online learning environment needs to provide resources to write the result of
online
problem solving.
learning
environ- 17. An online learning environment needs to provide tools which help to organize the
knowledge that I know by integrating information into some framework for example,
ment
concept mapping tool.
18. An online learning environment needs to provide tools to stimulate interaction
between instruction and me.
3. Peer/ 19. Peer needs to be able to explain concepts in familiar terms
instructor’s
20. Peers need to provide them with multiple perspectives and lead them to see things
monitoring
that might have overlooked.
and
21.
Peer interactions are articulating one’s thoughts.
feedback
22. Peers need to ask questions which will challenge one’s thinking and require
explanations, elaboration, reflective feedback, different ideas, expertise, and
perspectives can be generated from the member.
23. Though interactions, such as questioning, explanations, elaboration and reflective
feedback, different ideas, expertise, and perspectives can be generated from the
members.
24. Peers need to be able to direct other student’s attention to the relevant features of a
problem they do not understand
25. Instructors need to check my process of problem solving.
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4.06 0.64

0.820

4.13 0.62

0.820

4.11 0.63

0.790

3.98 0.65

0.769

4.04 0.68

0.767

3.86 0.77

0.679

4.06 0.62

0.659

3.22 0.85

0.839

3.23 0.83

0.836

3.14 0.83

0.810

3.06 0.78

0.809

3.13 0.93

0.793

3.29 0.79

0.746

3.49 0.90

0.567
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26. I can solve any kind of problem when I am in strange situation.
4. Learners’
self27. I believe that I can follow to my plan, when I make a plan to solve a problem. ?
confidence
of
problem28. I can make creative and effective alternatives when I have some difficulty.
solving
29. I am interested in problems that I can face this problem in daily life.
30. Problems need to be faced in a real daily life.
31. Problems need to contain the authentic case.
5. Problem’s
authenti- 32. Problems need to ask for my natural process of thinking.
city and
illstructured33. Problems need to have various solutions.
-ness
34. Problems need to ask for me to think of expert’s way of thinking. ?
35. Problems need to lead learner-centered activities.
6. The
enhance- 36. Instructors need to reply on my texts.
ment of
learners’
motivation 37 Instructors need to reply on my e-mail.
and
interaction
from tutor
38. Instructors need to encourage for me to keep solving the problem.

3.24 0.80

0.754

3.42 0.73

0.723

3.14 0.81

0.711

3.40 0.78

0.704

3.79 0.75

0.837

3.74 0.75

0.815

3.84 0.73

0.800

3.99 0.64

0.656

3.35 0.94

0.593

4.05 0.62

0.458

3.99 0.77

0.859

4.09 0.69

0.840

4.04 0.78

0.651
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3.56 0.77

0.689

7. Learners’ 40. I select and organized relevant information to solve the test questions.
meta- 41. I keep track of my progress and, if necessary, I change my techniques or strategies.
cognitive
strategies42. I try to find out the key-point when I have some difficulty.

3.40 0.78

0.664

3.41 0.80

0.617

3.75 0.73

0.600

43. I correct my error when I find something wrong during problem solving

3.67 0.70

0.519

44. I make a hierarchy of subtasks involved in any problem solving task.

2.86 0.90

39. I determine how to solve the test questions

0.822

8. Learners’ 45. I orchestrate and control the cognitive components in any problem solving task such
3.00 0.80
0.696
cognitive as encoding, inferring, and applying.
strategies
46. I think the goal during problem solving and break the big task down into according to
3.41 0.77
0.616
the goal.
Eigen Values
7.181 4.826 4.678 2.849 3.535 2.217 2.605 2.156
% of Variance
14.961 10.053 9.746 5.936 7.364 4.619 5.427 4.491
Cumulative % of Variance
14.961 25.014 34.760 48.060 42.124 58.106 53.487 62.597
* A five-point Likert scale was applied to measure to what degree each item had an effect on problem solving: 1= strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3=neither disagree
nor agree, 4= agree, 5=strongly agree.
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Cronbach’s alpha was calculated to assess whether the 46
items that were summed to find the factors influencing problem
solving abilities formed a reliable scale. The alpha for the 46
items was 0.92, which indicated that the items form a scale that
has reasonable internal consistency reliability (refer to Table 4).
All of problem solving factors had high reliability: all Cronbach’s
alphas were more than .6. Specifically, the alpha for the items in
the factor pertaining to learners’ ICT literacy was .94. However,
the .69 alpha for the ‘learners’ cognitive strategies’ indicated
minimally adequate reliability (Leech, et al., 2005).

Table 4. Reliability coefficient of eight factors influencing problem solving ability
N of
Items

Cronbach's
Alpha

Cronbach's
Alpha
based on
Standardized
Items

11

0.94

0.94

7

0.83

0.85

3. Peer /instructor’s monitoring and feedback
4. Learners’ self-confidence of problem
solving
5. Problem’s authenticity and
ill-structuredness
6. The enhancement of learners’ motivation
and interaction from tutor

7

0.91

0.90

4

0.81

0.81

6

0.85

0.86

3

0.79

0.79

7. Learners’ meta-cognitive strategies

5

0.76

0.75

8. Learners’ cognitive strategies

3

0.69

0.69

46

0.92

0.92

Factor

1. Learner’s ICT literacy
2. Providing necessary resources and tools
for problem solving in an online learning
environment

Total

B. Determining the best linear combination of the eight
factors
Multiple regression analysis was conducted to determine the
best linear combination of the eight factors that predicts problem
solving abilities. The means, standard deviations, and
inter-correlations can be found in Table 5.
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Table 5. Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations
for problem solving ability and the eight factors
M

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

(N = 273)

7

8

De p e n d en t Problem solving
3.38 0.52 0.21 0.24 0.20 0.49 0.25 0.15 0.61 0.65
Variable
ability
Pr e d i c t o r 1.Learner’s ICT
Variable
literacy

2.73 0.84

2. Providing
necessary
resources and
tools for
4.04 0.53 0.19*
problem
solving in an
online learning
environment
3. Peer/instructor’s
monitoring and 3.22 0.68 0.14* 0.35*
feedback
4.Learners’
self-confidence
3.22 0.58 0.22* 0.14* 0.17*
of problem
solving
5.Problem’s
characteristics

3.88 0.56 0.15* 0.52* 0.36* 0.25*

6. The
enhancement
of learners’
4.04 0.63 0.16* 0.36* 0.33* 0.16* 0.31*
motivation and
interaction
from tutor
7. Learners’
meta-cognitive 3.63 0.43 0.23* 0.25* 0.16* 0.46* 0.34* 0.21*
strategies
8. Learners’
cognitive
strategies

3.09 0.67 0.22* 0.03 0.15* 0.47* 0.13* 0.03* 0.44

This combination of variables significantly predicted problem
solving ability: F(8, 264) = 45.06, p < .00, with all variables
significantly contributing to the prediction (refer to Table 6).
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Table 6. Simulated Multiple Regression Analysis Summary for
the eight factors predicting problem solving ability
Component (Factor)
(Constant)

1. Learner’s ICT literacy
2.Providing necessary
resources and tools for
problem solving in an
online learning
environment
3.Peer/instructor’s
monitoring and feedback
4. Learners’ self-confidence
of problem solving
5. Problem’s characteristics
6. The enhancement of
learners’ motivation and
interaction from tutor
7. Learners’ meta-cognitive
strategies
8. Learners’ cognitive
strategies
* p < 0.05; N=273

R Square = 0.58
F = 45.06

Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients Coefficients
Std.
B
Beta
Error
0.04
0.23
-0.01
0.03
-0.02

Correlations
t

Sig.

Tolerance VIF

0.18
-0.47

0.86
0.64

0.90

1.12

0.13

0.05

0.14

2.75

0.01*

0.65

1.54

0.02

0.03

0.02

0.54

0.59

0.78

1.28

0.09

0.04

0.11

2.21

0.03*

0.68

1.47

-0.03

0.05

-0.03

-0.65

0.51

0.64

1.56

0.01

0.04

0.01

0.19

0.85

0.79

1.27

0.40

0.06

0.34

6.77

0.00*

0.65

1.54

0.35

0.04

0.45

9.31

0.00*

0.68

1.46

Adjusted R Square = 0.56
p = 0.00

Tolerance and VIF (Variance Inflation Factor) indicate
whether there was multicollinearity. If the tolerance value is
lower than 1-, then there is probably a problem with
multicollinearity (Leech, et al., 2005). In this case, because the
adjusted was .56, all of the tolerances were well over .44(1-),
meaning that multicollinearity was not a problem for this model.
The beta weights in Table 6 suggest that ‘learners’ cognitive
strategies’ contributes most strongly to predicting problem
solving ability and that ‘learners’ meta-cognitive strategies’,
‘providing necessary resources and tools in an online learning
environment’, and ‘learners’ self-confidence in problem solving’
also contribute to this prediction. The adjusted R-squared value
was .56. This indicates that 56% of the variance in problem
solving ability was explained by the model. Based on these
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results, ‘learners’ cognitive strategies’ (B=.45, t=9.31) was most
strongly related to the problem solving ability. The other three
factors were strongly related to problem solving ability in
‘learners’ meta-cognitive strategies’ (B=.34, t=6.77), ‘providing
necessary resources and tools for problem solving in an online
learning environment (B=.14, t=2.75) and ‘learners’ self-confidence
in problem solving’ (B=.11, t=2.21). These results suggest the
importance of assisting problem solvers in their use of cognitive
and meta-cognitive strategies. In addition, online learning
environments must be designed so that problem solvers can
solve the given problems successfully. Lastly, problem solvers
need encouragement to develop their self-confidence.

Ⅴ. Conclusions and implications
The purpose of this paper has been to investigate the factors
that are closely related to problem solving in an online learning
environment and to find out which of these factors significantly
affects learners’ problem solving abilities.
Using exploratory factor analysis, eight factors, listed here in
order from most to least important, were identified: (1) learners’
cognitive strategies, (2) learners’ meta-cognitive strategies, (3) the
presence of necessary resources and tools, (4) learners’
self-confidence in problem solving, (5) monitoring and feedback
from instructors and peers, (6) the problem’s authenticity and
ill-structuredness, (7) the enhancement of learners’ motivation
and interaction from tutor, and (8) learners’ ICT literacy.
As a result of multiple regression analysis, four factors were
identified as predictors to know the priority of factors as
components, and relationships between these factors and problem
solving ability. The first four factors listed above were found to
be the most important factors affecting problem solving in online
learning.
First, the most important implication of our findings is the
necessity of helping learners use cognitive strategies while they
solve a given problem. Our results show that the learner factor
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is the most related to problem solving ability. This result is
confirmed with Kim’s study (2005) on the factors influencing
gifted and non-gifted learners’ creative problem solving skills in
science and with Lee and his colleagues’ study (2007) analyzing
the effects of learner factor on a creative problem solving
program in an elementary school. These two studies show that
use of domain knowledge in an appropriate way as a cognitive
skill is one of the most significant predictors of creative problem
solving skills. Based on the result of this study, it can be
suggested that it is essential to support learners’ cognitive skills
in an online learning environment. In particular, online learning
environments should help learners think about a goal during
problem solving and break down the big problem solving task
into sub-goals. A checklist that makes learners think about goals
before solving the problem can be one support strategy (Barrows,
1988). In addition, it is also necessary to make the case for using
cognitive strategies such as encoding, inferring, and applying and
to provide guidelines for making a hierarchy of subtasks within
a big problem solving task.
Second, support for meta-cognitive strategies is also
necessary. The results of the regression analysis in this study
showed that learners’ meta-cognition is closely related to problem
solving. This result has been verified in many studies (e.g., Ge &
Land, 2003; Kim, 2000; Mayer, 1998; Moore, 1995) that emphasize
that meta-cognition is an essential factor for successful problem
solving. Thus, it can be suggested that an effective support
strategy would be to help learners monitor their problem solving
process. Kim (2000) also reported ‘self-monitoring’, which has
been shown to be statistically correlated to three stages of the
execution process of solving problems (collecting data, utilization
of information, and creating information). In this sense,
self-monitoring is a useful strategy to help learners learn how to
solve the problem and organize relevant information to solve the
problem.
Third, an implication of this study is the necessity of
designing online learning environments that provides appropriate
tools and resources. It is usually necessary to searching
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information or resources to solve an ill-structured problem
(Barrows, 1988). However, because of the characteristics of
ill-structured problems (which have vague goals, information, and
directions), learners are usually faced with difficulties in trying
to solve a given problem. In face-to-face instruction, teachers
would normally help learners overcome these difficulties.
However, it is not easy for instructors to provide learners with
useful information. By comparison, online learning has many
advantages. For example, online learning environments can
provide access to a multitude of resources, and learners can
interact with peers or experts by using chatting tools, e-mail, or
bulletin boards (Hoffman & Ritchie, 1997; Leem, 1999). Even
though online learning environments have many strong points,
they may negatively influence problem solving for problem
solvers who have little problem solving experience in online
learning environments (Woo & Park, 1999). For this reason, an
integral part of designing online learning environments should be
easy access to tools and resources. More concretely, online
environments must provide tools to help learners think about
ideas and hypotheses, develop a solution, and reflect on what
they have learned.
Fourth, learners’ self-confidence in problem solving must be
developed when designing an effective online learning
environment for developing problem solving skills. This study
has found that learners’ self-confidence in problem solving is
significantly correlated with their problem solving ability. It is
more likely that learners will give up on a problem if they feel
that they are not problem solving experts or if they face the
problem at an early phase because the problem is ill-structured
(Lee & Jang, 2009). In this sense, when learners feel frustrated
during problem solving, it is important to encourage learners’
problem solving activities and offer advice to overcome their
discouragement. Providing ‘frustration control’ scaffolding with
learning agency can be an effective support strategy (Wood,
Bruner, & Ross, 1976). In addition, it is also necessary to provide
the proper sequence of problems according to their complexity
and difficulty (Pedaste & Sarapuu, 2006).
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As mentioned in the results section, this study showed that
learners’ ICT literacy, monitoring and feedback from instructors
and peers, the enhancement of learners’ stimulation of motivation
and interaction from tutors, and problem’s authenticity and
ill-structuredness are the factors which are not significantly
related to problem solving ability. We offer at least three reasons
for these outcomes. First, the participants in this study focused
on problem solving itself, rather than recognizing the
characteristics of the problem. In addition, they were not familiar
with the characteristics of an ill-structured problem because they
were not experts at problem solving. Second, the participants in
this study were adult learners, so they considered their own
self-confidence in problem solving to be a much more powerful
factor than receiving help from peers or tutors. In addition, they
were highly motivated to learn and to solve the problem. Thus,
they regarded self-confidence as an important factor in problem
solving. However, it would be an oversight to conclude that the
factors noted above are not available factors. Even though these
factors had a relatively low power value, these factors may still
be well worth considering when designing online learning
environments for problem solving.
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